Toward fast and accurate SNP genotyping from whole genome sequencing data for bedside diagnostics.
Genotyping a set of variants from a database is an important step for identifying known genetic traits and disease-related variants within an individual. The growing size of variant databases as well as the high depth of sequencing data poses an efficiency challenge. In clinical applications, where time is crucial, alignment-based methods are often not fast enough. To fill the gap, Shajii et al. propose LAVA, an alignment-free genotyping method which is able to more quickly genotype single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs); however, there remains large room for improvements in running time and accuracy. We present the VarGeno method for SNP genotyping from Illumina whole genome sequencing data. VarGeno builds upon LAVA by improving the speed of k-mer querying as well as the accuracy of the genotyping strategy. We evaluate VarGeno on several read datasets using different genotyping SNP lists. VarGeno performs 7-13 times faster than LAVA with similar memory usage, while improving accuracy. VarGeno is freely available at: https://github.com/medvedevgroup/vargeno. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.